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 ここで強制的指導と言える「統制」を避けるべき
としているのは当然としても，「補導」（補導的助力）
を他方の極端な教育としている点は興味深い。 
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Review 
An examination of methodologies for the teaching of young 
children from point of view of developmental psychology 
 
Tsuneyasu NAKASHIMA*	 	  
 
1) Department of Early Childhood Education and Care, Nayoro City University Junior College 
 
Abstract: Theories related to the curriculum or educational methods used in early childhood education can be 
divided into two broad categories: the child-centered approach and the systematic approach. Conventionally, 
these theories were regarded as opposing, disputing whether it was preferable to attach greater importance to 
a child’s autonomy or to a pre-school teacher’s instruction. This perspective has recently been revised, and 
there is now a discernible movement to reconcile these two approaches. However, it is even more important 
to consider the fundamental effects each approach has on the child’s development, and to acknowledge the 
differences that emerge when these respective approaches are compared. On one hand, there seem to be 
similarities; on the other, there appear to be significant differences. 
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